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Background

Stirling Council in central Scotland covers an
817 square mile area and a population of some
90,000 people, 70% of whom live in the city of
Stirling and 30% of whom reside in a
sparsely populated rural area extending
northwards into the Highlands.

The Challenge

Stirling Council’s diverse geographical area
was mirrored by a striking ‘digital divide’
between varying levels of available telecoms
infrastructure, with the city of Stirling and its
locality well-served, but the more rural areas
almost devoid of effective services such as
high-capacity broadband. The effects of the
divide were being most strongly felt by rural
schools and libraries, for whom an increase
in web-based resources and services such as
video conferencing meant that higher-capacity
broadband connectivity was sorely needed.

TNP’s Solution

TNP’s solution was to install a county-wide
high-capacity network based on carrier-class
microwave communications equipment, in the
shape of a network connecting 24 satellite
offices and outlying schools. This meant that
some of the county’s remotest schools could
be connected using a mix of licensed and
unlicensed microwave bands, replacing
low-capacity and unreliable ADSL lines.
Crucially, the network is owned by Stirling
Council, with the core network using
third-party repeater sites and customer
premises equipment being sited on Council
buildings.

A key element of the project was TNP’s ability
to implement the solution to a tight deadline
during school holidays, at the same time the
Council’s headquarters and data centre was
being relocated to a listed building.
Under a stringent service level agreement,
TNP’s solution offers on site maintenance, 
remote and telephone-based support; 
third-party relay site access; manufacturer
liaison; and spares handling. TNP continues 
to work with Stirling Council in extending the 
network to further remote sites.

Stirling Council Rural Schools and Offices 
Network
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Benefits

The benefits enjoyed by Stirling Council 
through this project include:

 Increased bandwidth to rural schools,
allowing access to cloud-based education
resources, video conferencing and IP
telephony

 Equal service in terms of parity between
urban and rural schools

 Improved resilience and reliability, with
availability far superior to ADSL solutions
thanks to TNP’s carrier-class design and
support thanks to TNP’s carrier-class design 
and support

“This has made a considerable
difference to the primary schools and

nurseries in our rural regions, who now have far
better access to online learning and teaching resources.

They also have much more responsive access to the
county’s cloud-based management system, which in the past

had been slow and difficult to access. It’s something that could
only be achieved cost-effectively with the expertise of TNP,

and not the traditional internet service providers (ISPs).
TNP looked at how we could maximise on our existing

infrastructure to build and expand the network in
the most relevant and economical way.”

Alan MacDonald,
ICT Infrastructure Manager,

Stirling Council.

 Reduced costs through the network
costing approximately 30% less than an
equivalent fixed-line solution

 Greater management and control, as
Stirling Council now has network
management visibility of all components,
reducing and removing network contention
and allowing many changes to be
undertaken in-house

 Better security through network ownership
and control, reducing the burden of security
and compliance.
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Meet TNP
Our Experience

Over the last decade, the TNP team has been involved 
in the build-out and management of some of the largest 
carrier networks in the North West, including CANLMAN 
(the North West Janet Metropolitan Area Network) and 
CLEO (Cumbria & Lancashire Education Online). The 
team was amongst the first to unbundle exchanges in 
the UK, starting in 2004 when Local Loop Unbundling 
(LLU) was in its infancy.

Our Services

TNP has a robust carrier network that includes points of 
presence with access to all the key urban and rural 
areas. In addition we have the ability to provide hard-to-
reach connectivity to some of the most remote locations 
in the country. We pride ourselves in offering bespoke 
connectivity through  variety of different mediums, from 
dark fibre to managed fibre circuits, copper services and 
also licensed and unlicensed band microwave radio.

Our History

The Networking People
(TNP) is a privately owned spin-off 
company comprising management 
staff from Lancaster University
Network Services (LUNS Ltd). Still 
based in university commercial
premises, TNP has continued to grow 
rapidly since its formation in 2012

Contact Us

TNP Ltd. Infolab21, Lancaster
University,  Bailrigg, Lancaster,
Lancashire. LA1 4WA

Tel: +44 (0)8456 800 659
info@tnp.net.uk


